Honours for top graduates

THE latest Leicester University convocation ceremony in early July paid tribute to outstanding Sunway College Engineering scholars who had completed their twinning studies at Leicester in the United Kingdom.

Sunway College announced a 100 per cent success rate for the batch of 51 students in the 1993 Sunway College-Leicester University Engineering twinning programme.

Twenty outstanding scholars obtained first class honours, an indication of the firm foundation they received before their transfer to Leicester.

Thirty-one passed with honours while 19 obtained second class uppers and 11, second class lower honours.

Khor Jeen Ghee and Shasidharan Prapakaran won the first and second prizes respectively in the Leicester University Engineering Association project presentation prize.

Devon Koh Seng Siong won the David Holme Memorial Prize for the most original application of engineering in a third-year project.

The R.A. Grierson Prize for best performance in a specified final year engineering course with strong industry links was awarded to Lim Chong Han, who also won the National Westminster Bank Award for special interest, skills, enterprise and leadership in aspects of business outside the main course.

The Institute of Measurement and Control Prize went to Ng Hon Fai, who was the most outstanding final year student in the field of measurement and control while Ellis Chong Fue Hen was the best third year student who had taken an electrical section of third year options.

Chong received the Institute of Electrical Engineers Prize.

Leicester University, one of Sunway's oldest twinning partners, offers Malaysian students degree programmes in law and engineering as well as foundation year engineering.

Its Bachelor of Law (Honours) LL.B degree and Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) degree are three-year courses. The first year is conducted at Sunway College with the remaining years at Leicester University.

TOP SCHOLAR ... Lim (right) with his parents.
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